Jib Transfer System - PVC Arm
Assembly Instructions
Before you begin you will need the following:





Tape Measure
Permanent Marker (to label PVC pipe lengths)
PVC Cement
PVC Fittings (as outlined in the Bill of Materials) - All fittings are 2-in diameter and schedule 40 PVC
Fitting Type
(pictured left to right)
PVC 45-degree elbow
PVC 90-degree elbow
PVC Tee
PVC Wye
PVC Flange

Qty
2
4
4
4
4

 PVC Pipe (cut to the sizes specified in the Bill of Materials)
Note: Please see separate instructions for cutting the PVC pipe; make sure after cutting the lengths
you have labeled them with the appropriate letter – you will use these letters in the assembly steps
PVC Pipe Lengths
(Pictured L  R)
15.50”
6.25”
5.50”
4.50”
4.23”
3.38”
3.00”
2.50”

Pipe
Letter
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Qty
1
2
2
3
2
4
2
4

 Clean Workspace
Note: Dry fit entire structure BEFORE cementing pieces to ensure proper lengths and fit. If during the dry
fit the PVC arm does not assembly properly, you should re-measure all of the PVC pieces. If necessary,
please re-cut pieces to the proper length.

TRIANGLE ASSEMBLY

(Qty = 2 Needed)

Step #

Description

1

Gently set the E piece into the side arm of the NIBCO
Wye so it just sits inside

2

Put two F pieces of PVC into each side of 900 elbow so
they just sit inside

3

Use another NIBCO wye fitting to lay the pieces (that you
created in steps 1 & 2 above) into a triangle shape

4

At the same time, push all pieces together for a snug fit

5

Place two H pieces into both open ends of the wye
fittings

6

Repeat Steps 1-5 to assembly 2nd triangle

Picture

TEE ASSEMBLY

(Qty = 1 Needed)

Step # Description

1

Take one PVC Tee fitting and insert a C piece into the
middle outlet

2

Insert a 45-degree elbow onto the open end of the C
piece and orient the 45-degree opening downward
towards the table

3

Insert a B pipe onto the other end of the 45-degree
elbow

4

Repeat steps 2-4 for a second tee assembly

5

Connect the two tee assemblies with a D piece

Picture

6

Take two G pieces and insert one onto the open outlets
of the each Tee

Middle Outlet
on PVC Tee

Take the last two Tee fittings and insert the middle outlet
onto the ends of the G pieces
7
Orient the through ducts so they are horizontal when the
assembly is standing on the B piece

Place the
middle outlets
here

END BAR ASSEMBLY
Step #

Description

1

Attach the A piece between two 90-degree elbows

2

Attach one D piece to each open end of the 90-degree
elbows

(Qty = 1 Needed)
Picture

FINAL ASSEMBLY
Step #
1

2

Description

Picture

Stand up the TEE ASSEMBLY (assembled previously)
onto the two B pieces

Insert the END BAR ASSEMBLY (assembled
previously) into the open ends on the TEE ASSEMBLY
Note: This step may be easier with 2 people

Insert each TRIANGLE ASSEMBLY into the open ends
of the tees on the TEE ASSEMBLY.
3
Orient the triangles so the cross brace faces the other
PVC components.

You now have completed the PVC Arm assembly for the Jib Transfer System. Please make sure
everything fits properly before re-assembling following the cementing instructions.

